
L O M B A R D I A
C O L L E C T I O N

kasota cream kasota gold kasota rose kasota weathered grey



• fireplace inset: milano 
• color: kasota rose

• fireplace: verona 
• color: kasota cream
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Cassiglio is a rustic stone veneer.
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Bolzano is a linear rustic natural 
stone veneer.
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Verona is a rough-faced natural 
stone veneer.
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Milano is a sawn smooth natural  
stone veneer.
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breathtaking beauty

inside 
and out
Lombardia. Breathtakingly beautiful. 

This natural stone veneer is setting new 

standards for timeless beauty, style and 

elegance in fine homes and distinctive office 

and commercial spaces everywhere. 

Miraculously created in quarries deep 

within the earth, Lombardia offers 

incredibly rich, distinctive colors and 

textures that only nature can provide. Soft, 

warm natural creams, golds, roses and 

greys impossible to replicate at any price in 

manufactured stone. 

Lombardia. Named for the Lombardia 

region of Northern Italy, where ancient 

quarries still yield rich deposits of dolomite 

similar to those found in the river valleys of 

southern Minnesota, where Mankato Kasota 

Stone has quarried for more than a century.

Lombardia. Created by nature. Worthy of 

your surroundings.
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• exterior: cassiglio 
• color: quarry mix

• seating wall: cassiglio 
• color: quarry mix

• flagstone: kasota cream
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cassiglio

Cassiglio’s random shapes and sizes add 

comfortable warmth and character to 

interior walls and fireplaces as well as 

exterior facings, columns, patios and 

seating walls.

Cassiglio is available in a captivating 

assortment of complementary Quarry Mix 

colors. (Quarry Mix is a mixture of cream, 

gold and grey.)
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Provincial old world charm 

reminiscent of the tiny Italian 

hamlet it is named for is captured 

in this enchanting stone.

Cassiglio combines the simplicity 

of the romantic Italian hillsides 

and hamlets of yesteryear with the 

sophistication of modern Tuscany 

and France, to set the tone of 

comfortable, casual elegance for 

city and country alike. 



• exterior: cassiglio 
• color: quarry mix
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• exterior: bolzano 
• color: kasota gold
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bolzano
Straight architectural lines with a soft 

split-face front give Bolzano a formal, 

yet invitingly comfortable, look. 

This sophisticated natural stone, 

named for the city of Bolzano, is 

as solid and enduring as the richly 

blended Italian/German culture of 

the region itself. 

The warm versatility and rich functionality 

of Bolzano make it an ideal match for 

every environment, old or new. Use it to 

complement the lines of a sophisticated 

modern design, dress up entryways and 

atriums, or bring new life to older homes 

and buildings.
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A unique blend of rustic charm  

and urban sophistication, Verona 

is named for a city rich in its 

artistic heritage. 

This beautiful natural stone 

captures the ageless splendor 

and richness of the grand Italian 

cathedrals and monuments that 

have endured throughout the 

centuries. Masterfully shaped and 

formed by nature to withstand the 

test of time, Verona natural stone 

will retain its warmth and charm 

for all ages.

verona

Verona’s split face, top, bottom and most 

ends and rough natural finish combine 

to emphasize the unique character of 

this beautiful rough-faced natural stone 

veneer. Available in random lengths, three 

course heights.
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• fireplace: verona and milano
•  color: kasota gold (verona) 

and kasota rose (milano)
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• exterior: cassiglio 
• color: quarry mix
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Whether you want to capture the 

height of fashion or the depths of 

history, Milano is a masterful choice. 

This beautiful smooth-sawn stone 

presents a sophisticated architectural 

look, with smooth surfaces and edges 

for a linear, finished appearance.

The distinguished elegance and 

modern, dramatic lines of this stone 

make it equally well suited to Art 

Deco and French Provincial styles — 

and everything in between.

milano
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The most modern of the Lombardia 

Collection, Milano is a wonderful choice 

for grand foyers, full walls, exterior facings 

and other applications where a smooth, 

sophisticated look is the only look that’s right.
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specs:

lombardia

Natural Stone Veneers

Natural stone is the most impressive facing 

material available — and the Lombardia 

Collection is among the most beautiful 

of natural stones. Available in a variety of 

elegant colors and textures, Lombardia 

offers rich hues of Kasota Cream, Kasota 

Gold, Kasota Weathered Grey and Kasota 

Rose. Count on Lombardia to emanate 

unmatched natural beauty like no other 

for little more than the cost of inferior 

synthetic alternatives.

Naturally Beautiful Stone

Lombardia stone boasts natural pattern 

and texture variations that synthetic 

thin stone simply cannot duplicate. Let 

Lombardia dolomite limestone surround 

you with time-honored durability and 

ageless warmth in the soft glow and gently 

varying colors that only nature can create.

¢  c a s s i g l i o 
Rustic stone veneer

Cassiglio is available with beautiful natural split 

face, sides and corners in a captivating assortment 

of complementary Quarry Mix colors. (Quarry Mix 

is a mixture of cream, gold and grey.)

Packaged in crates (approx. 175 square feet for 

flats, 140 linear feet for corners) or boxes (approx. 

10 square feet for flats and 10 linear ft. for corners), 

each containing a mix of naturally occurring sizes 

from 6" to 12" in height and 8" to 24" in length.

¢  b o l z a n o 
Linear rustic natural stone veneer

Bolzano features a magnificent split rough face 

with sawn top, bottom and most ends and corners. 

This natural stone comes in a choice of colors: 

Kasota Cream, Kasota Gold, Kasota Rose and 

Kasota Weathered Grey.

Packaged in crates (approx. 175 square feet for 

flats, 140 linear feet for corners) or boxes (approx. 

10 square feet for flats and 10 linear ft. for corners), 

containing a mix of fixed course heights: 20% 2", 

40% 5", 30% 8", 10% 10"; in random lengths from 

8" to 24".
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¢  v e r o n a 
Rough-faced natural stone veneer

A split face, top, bottom and most ends and 

corners of this linear rustic natural stone are 

mechanically split. Choose natural colors: Kasota 

Cream, Kasota Gold, Kasota Rose and Kasota 

Weathered Grey.

Verona is packaged in crates (approx. 175 square 

feet for flats, 140 linear feet for corners) or boxes 

(approx. 10 square feet for flats and 10 linear ft. for 

corners), containing a mix of heights: 20% 2" to 5", 

50% 5" to 8", and 30% 8" to 10".

¢  m i l a n o 
Sawn smooth natural stone veneer

Milano’s face, top, bottom and ends feature a 

sawn smooth finish. Corners are not available, but 

can be easily mitered in the field or set as finished 

butt ends. Choice of rich natural colors: Kasota 

Cream, Kasota Gold, Kasota Rose and Kasota 

Weathered Grey.

Milano is packaged in crates (flats: approx. 175 

square feet coverage) or boxes (approx. 10 square 

feet for flats) containing a mix of the following fixed 

course heights: 15% 2"; 40% 5", 35% 8", 10% 10".

h e a r t h s t o n e
Finish your fireplace with natural hearthstone 

that is every bit as beautiful as the fireplace itself. 

Hearthstones are available in colors and textures 

to complement or coordinate with your fireplace. 

Stones are available in 20" x 20" x 1 1/2" in all 

colors. 50 hearthstones per pallet.

s i l l s
Finish your windows with natural stone sills that 

say you did everything right, down to the smallest 

detail. Designed to fit a variety of sill applications 

and provide for proper water runoff, Lombardia 

stone sills come in Kasota Cream and Kasota 

Weathered Grey (Kasota Gold and Kasota Rose are 

available by special order) and are available in two 

sizes: 3 1/2" x 2 1/8" x 36" and 5 1/2" x 2 1/8" x 

48". 3 1/2" sills come 112 per pallet. 5 1/2" sills 

come 40 per pallet.
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• wall covering: cassiglio 
• color: quarry mix
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• flagstone: kasota cream
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The beauty of Lombardia extends 

far beyond the walls of beautiful 

buildings. Use it to create 

breathtaking views of outdoor 

surroundings and enhance the 

curbside appeal. Whether you 

want beautiful retaining walls, 

walkways and patios, poolside, 

garden courtyards, outdoor 

kitchens, private hideaways 

or more, Lombardia is your 

best choice.

Because it’s natural stone, you can 

trust Lombardia to grace your 

surroundings with captivating 

charm and provide a durable 

backdrop for years to come.

Lombardia outdoor products are 

available to complement or match 

the Lombardia architectural stone 

of your choice.

breathtaking
views
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• wall stone: kasota gold
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specs:

outdoor 
environments

A Natural Complement

Lombardia is as natural to an 

outdoor environment as the plant 

life itself. This strong, durable 

stone will provide years of 

enduring beauty worthy of your 

outdoor world.

Seamless Landscape Designs

There is nothing artificial about 

landscape designs created with 

Lombardia. These magnificent 

stones seamlessly complement 

every yard and garden with natural 

charm and grace, and are the 

logical companions for structures 

that feature Lombardia natural 

stone veneers.

Created deep in the quarries of 

Mankato Kasota Stone, Lombardia 

landscaping stones are available in 

rich, natural colors and patterns to 

meet your needs.

wall stone
Lombardia coordinating wall stone 

is available in 4" and 6" heights by 

8" deep and in random lengths from 

12" to 24". The stones have sawn 

tops and bottoms, with split front, 

back and most ends. Wall stone is 

available in Kasota Cream, Kasota 

Gold, Kasota Rose and Kasota 

Weathered Grey. Sold in 1-ton pallets, 

approximately 20 square feet of 

coverage per pallet.

wall stone caps
Top off Lombardia natural stone 

retaining walls with matching wall 

stone caps. The caps are 3" high by 

8" deep, in 18" lengths and feature 

tapestry tops, fronts and backs, sawn 

ends and split bottoms. Wall stone 

caps are available in Kasota Cream, 

Kasota Gold, Kasota Rose and 

Kasota Weathered Grey. Sold in 1-ton 

pallets, approximately 72 linear ft. of 

coverage per pallet.

column caps
Give outdoor columns a rich, hand-

finished look with Lombardia column 

caps. These 27" x 27" caps have split 

sides and sawn tops and bottoms, 

and are available in Kasota Cream 

and Kasota Gold. (30" x 30" column 

caps are available by special order. 

Please allow extra time for delivery.) 

Eight caps per pallet.

 

benches
Lend special elegance to outdoor 

spaces with magnificent stone 

benches. Available to match 

Lombardia landscaping stone work, 

each bench stands approximately 21" 

from the ground. The seat is 18" deep 

by 48" wide. 

steps
Stairways take on special style with 

Lombardia stone steps. Each step 

is 18" deep by 6" high in 48" or 36" 

widths and features split sides, sawn 

top and bottom. Steps are available 

in all colors. 36" steps come eight per 

pallet. 48" steps come six per pallet.

pavers
Use Lomardia’s natural stone pavers 

to coordinate with your stonework 

and give a formal old world charm 

to your landscape designs. Ideal for 

patios, walkways, driveways, even 

outdoor kitchens, the pavers feature 

sawn tops, bottoms and sides. 

Combine them with flagstone for a 

uniquely artistic look. Pavers come in 

12" x 12" x 2", 12" x 24" x 2", and 24" x 

24" x 2" sizes (approx. 75 square feet 

of coverage per pallet). Patterns are 

available for planning your layout.
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flagstone
Flagstone lends an informal, rustic 

feel to patios and garden walks. 

Each natural flagstone has a sawn 

top and bottom and is split on most 

sides. Available in irregular shapes of 

approximately 24" x 36", and 2" or 1" 

high, in Kasota Cream, Kasota Gold, 

Kasota Rose and Kasota Weathered 

Grey. In 1-ton pallets of 2"-high stone 

(approx. 70 square feet of coverage), 

or 1"-high stone (approx. 140 square 

feet of coverage).

edgers
Finish your landscaping with 

Lombardia edgers. Available in 

Kasota Cream and Kasota Gold. 

(Kasota Rose and Kasota Weathered 

Grey available by special order only.) 

Edgers are 4" x 4" and come in 

random lengths, split on most sides 

with most ends sawn. Approx. 

168 linear ft. per pallet.

fire rings
Lombardia fire rings add evening 

ambiance to any outdoor 

environment. Fire rings come in 

eight pieces measuring 8" x 20 1/2". 

The outside diameter measures 49" 

and the inside diameter measures 

33". Available in Kasota Weathered 

Grey. An insert is recommended to 

protect the stone. (Not sold through 

Mankato Kasota Stone.) 

• exterior patio: flagstone 
• color: kasota cream and kasota rose
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L O M B A R D I A
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• exterior: cassiglio 
• color: quarry mix
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L O M B A R D I A

S T O N E  V E N E E R
N A T U R A L

818 North Willow Street 

Mankato, MN 56001 

1-800-437-7059 

507-625-2746 

507-625-2748 FAX

www.mankatokasotastone.com


